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Cover photos top to bottom:
- The logbook at the cave entrance filled in before we descended on the first trip. (SD)
- Grotte Bournillion, the tallest cave entrance in France at 80m in height. (Yeah, bit odd using a
photo of some other cave on the front of the Berger trip report but we didn’t take any photos
underground in the Berger, as none of us could be bothered taking a camera in with us. So that’ll
have to do.) (AP)
- Petie, Rich, Éabha and Adam before heading off on the deep trip. Legend has it that they’re
still down there to this very day (except for Petie who returned to the surface to compile this
report). (SD)
- Dramatic view over Grenoble as the weather cleared on the day of our arrival (AP)
- Rubbish bags from the cave piled up at the campsite. (PB)

Berger Expedition 2017

Berger expedition 2017 summary
The Gouffre Berger is one of the classic trips in world caving. Famously, it was the first cave in the world to
be explored to a depth greater than 1km. While there remains little new passage to explore in the system,
it is one of the finest and most demanding sporting trips in the world. Few caves can match it for grandeur,
with much of the cave consisting of huge passages, filled with gigantic calcite formations. Today the Berger
is the 26th deepest cave in the world, at a total depth of 1271m, and the combined length of the system
is 31790m.
Previous Irish expeditions to the Berger have been held in 2004 and 2006, held in tandem with French and
British caving clubs, each with 10-15 Irish participants. These trips were much talked about in later years,
and the skills and techniques practiced on the expeditions contributed towards later explorations in Ireland
and abroad. To our knowledge no Irish parties have visited the Berger since then.
Since 2012, a group of French cavers, led by Rémy Limagne of the Speleo Club Jura, have been hosting an
annual caving meet at the Gouffre Berger. Initially the meets were held simply with the aim of sport-caving,
but later years began to undertake projects such as the replacement of worn ropes and rigging equipment,
and more recently the meets have been held with the ambitious aim of ridding the cave of large quantities
of rubbish and discarded equipment that has accumulated over the decades. To this end, all cavers visiting
the cave during the meet are requested to carry bags of waste out of the cave, or at least move bags from
one rubbish depot to one closer to the entrance.
In the spring of 2017 a circular email was sent to all FSE member unions, inviting them to register for that
years edition of the now-annual Berger clean-up. Petie Barry asked about if anyone was interested, and
about 8-10 people expressed an interest in travelling, which after a few months had whittled down to four Petie, Éabha Lankford, Richard Cole, and Adam Prior. A few weeks before flying out, Shane Diffily joined the
group.
In the end, while none of us properly bottomed The Berger, all of us visited the famous Salle des Treize,
and a brave effort was made to bottom the cave in very wet conditions. We also contributed to cleaning
up the cave by carrying out 15kg of assorted bagged rubbish, thus helping conserve the cave for future
generations.
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History
First discovered in 1953, the Gouffre Berger holds its place in caving history as the first cave to be
explored to a depth greater than 1000m. This milestone apart, the Berger is one of the most and is
perhaps the premier sport-caving trip in Europe, combing significant vertical sections with huge horizontal
passages, massive formations, and technical ropework.
The cave was first discovered in May 1953 by a team led by local caver Jo Berger. Initally named P3, the
cave was later renamed in honour of its discoverer. The first exploratory trip brought the team to a depth
of -40m. Returning the following day with more equipment, they descended the cave as far as the head of
Puits Garby. Returning up the pitches, one team member, Ruiz de Arcaute, took a heavy fall when the rope
ladder broke as he climbed it. Ruiz was hastily rescued, and later gave his name to the pitch which almost
killed him.
In July of that year a large team of experienced cavers returned to the cave, completing the descent of the
entrance pitches and entering the huge Starless River passage. On this occasion they were able to explore
as far as Lac Cadoux, a depth of -300m. In November, the group, now constituted as the Speleological
Group of the French Alpine Club (SG-CAF), returned to continue pushing the cave, passing Lac Cadoux, and
reaching the Tyrolean Traverse. Having attained a depth of -372m, they returned to the surface after 38
hours.
The increasing depth of the cave prompted the group to take logistics more seriously, and their July
1952 was a major operation, with large surface and underground support teams. The Tyrolean Traverse
was passed, and the explorers romped down as far as Salle des Treize. Camp 1 was set up to support the
cavers pushing further into the cave. Over the next few days the team explored down as far as Claudine’s
Cascade. Now -712m deep the Gouffre Berger was the deepest cave in the world. The team returned to
the cave twice in September, pushing the cave to a depth of -903m. The magical -1000m depth suddenly
seemed attainable.
Another major assault in July 1955 brought the depth of the cave to -985m, with the explorers reaching
the head of Hurricane Pitch. Below them the pitch descended into the blackness. Passing the -1000m mark
was merely a formality at this stage. The 1956 expedition was another major affair, with supplies being
carried in by helicopter. A large international team was present, and the expedition was to be filmed and
documented. On the 12th of August, a team of three descended Hurricane Pitch and explored the cave as
far the deep canals at -1100m. A larger team of ten followed a few hours later, and reached the terminal
sump at a depth of -1122m. Thus ended the classic exploration phase of the Berger.
In 1963 and 1967 British expeditions led by Ken Pearce visited the cave to dive the terminal sumps, with
Pearce passing two sumps to bring the cave to a depth of -1129m. A French diving expedition the following
year passed a third sump at -1133m. During the 70s, 80s, and 90s, numerous extensions and connections
extended the cave to its current depth of -1271m deep and 31790m long. There are eleven entrances, the
most recent, Gouffre de Laitiére Mutante was discovered in 2010
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Waste removal
Since 2015, the main aim of the annual Berger meet has been to carry rubbish out of the cave. This rubbish
has already been pre-bagged in clear plastic bags by local cavers. A total of 10 rubbish depots are staged
throughout the cave, from the foot of Aldos, right down to Camp des Étrangers at -1000m depth.
Much of the waste dates from the earliest expeditions in the 1950s and 1960s. Earlier cavers had different
attitudes to cave conservation to modern cavers. Any bulky gear not worth returning to the surface was
simply thrown in gaps down rocks. A short distance from Camp 1 we visited one of the main rubbish tips
- a small chamber underneath some jammed boulders. Here you climb down a slope of spent carbide to a
floor of rusted tins, enamel crockery, and coils of telephone wire. Other waste included large oil cannisters,
presumably for cooking and lighting, camp tables, bits of old fabric and cord.
Between us, we carried out about 15kg of waste on our first trip to Salle des Treize. Our own efforts at
removing waste were quite modest. At -800m we met one heroic Polish caver carrying out 12 kg of leadacid batteries and some old diving weights.
One of the organisers told us that 250kg of waste had been removed the previous year, and that they
estimated that seven tonnes of waste remained to be removed. While large quantities of waste remains
to be removed, the remaining rubbish is mostly hidden behind boulders, and almost all of the most visible
waste has been removed.
The total mount of waste removed in 2017 totalled 463kg, far more than 2016. Admittedly, most of this
waste had been bagged the previous year, leaving it for the 2017 attendees to carry out.
These meets receive funding from the European Speleological Federation (FSE), as part of the EuroSpeleo
Projects funding stream. One of the requirements of the funding grant is that at least four different
nationalities are involved with the EuroSpeleo Project, which has prompted the international make-up of the
meet.In addition to the many French clubs involved, there are cavers from Luxembourg, Catalonia, Italy,
Hungary, Poland, Switzerland, Belgium, Germany, Slovakia, the UK, the US, and of course, Ireland
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Above: About 300kg of waste piled up at HQ towards the end of the meet. (PB)

Above: Some of ‘The English Batteries’
and a dive weight. (PB)
Left: Adam proudly displaying the bag of
waste he carried out of the cave. And also a
pan of what appears to be porridge. (RC)
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Four of the five team
members. (SD)

Expedition aims and members
Members:

Five cavers travelled from Ireland, namely;
Petie Barry
Richard Cole
Shane Diffily
Éabha Lankford
Adam Prior
Éabha and Richard have both taken part in multiple Picos expeditions, and had previously been deeper than
1km in Pozo de Xitu. Adam had done his first alpine cave in the Picos the previous summer and had reached
a depth of over -600m. Petie and Shane, despite nearly 18 years of caving between, them had never done
any deep alpine caving. Being from various groups - (DCG, Shannon, DCU etc.) we registered as being part
of the SUI.

Aims:

The main aims of the expedition, in no particular order, were to
-

Assist in the removal of waste from the cave
Have all members to visit Salle des Treize (-500m)
Attempt a bottoming trip to the canals at over -1100m.
Gain experience in deep caving
To expose ourselves to alpine caving techniques
To gain knowledge of the Vercors to be used on future trips to the area.

To expand on those aims:
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- Assist in the removal of waste from the cave
Between us we removed 15kg of waste from the cave, a respectable quantity, and thus contributed to the
on-going clean-up of the cave.
- Have all members to visit Salle des Treize (-500m)
This objective was achieved with relative ease on the first trip.
- Attempt a bottoming trip to -1100m
Before heading out to France, it seemed 50/50 as to whether any of us would bottom the cave, given
the chance nature of finding a gap in the weather. In the end, a bottoming trip could probably have been
achieved, but high water and other factors deterred us from passing the 1km mark. In spite of this, two of
the team reached -750m, and another two reached -950m.
- Gain experience in deep caving
Adam Shane and Petie all broke their previous personal depth records. The trip exposed all of us to
significant ropework, and the experience of having been that deep in a cave will stand to us in the future,
both in Ireland, and abroad.
- To expose ourselves to alpine caving techniques
On this trip we got to see first-hand French rigging techniques, which are usually only seen in the pages of
Alpine Caving Techniques. Rigging in the higher parts of the cave was outstanding, with many elegant knots
and techniques used. We encountered rigging rarely used in Ireland, such as tyroleans, sloping tyroleans,
and extensive traverse lines, all of which adds to our SRT experience.
- To gain knowledge of the Vercors to be used on future trips to the area.
Few (if any) Irish parties seem to have visited the Vercors in the past decade. Adam and 10 other members
of the DCU caving club visited the area September 2017, staying at the same campsite. Therefore
our expedition was a useful preparatory trip for that. The Vercors is one of the premier caving areas in
Europe, and offers a stunning variety of caves to explore, including two +1km deep caves, huge horizontal
resurgence caves, and several systems in excess of 25km length. It is an area well worth returning to for
tourist caving.
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Above: A typical view in The Vercors, looking north from Méaudre towards
Autrans. The Berger is over the crest on the far right. (PB)

Area description
The Vercors Massif is a high limestone massif located to the west of Grenoble. It is part of the French
pre-alps, and part of a great chain of limestone massifs stretching to the north including the Chartreuse,
Bauges and Haute Giffre Massifs. It consists of a series of north-south limestone ridges, and highest to the
east, where a huge 20km-long line of unbroken cliffs overlooks the valley south of Grenoble. The massif is
split into north and south sections by the dramatic Bourne Gorge, which cuts across the full width of the
massif.
Most caving visitors to the Vercors make either Autrans or Méaudre their base, given their proximity to
most of the main caves in the area, and its well-developed tourist infrastructure. Despite the hoards of
roller-skiers, mountain-bikers, hikers, cavers and other assorted adventure-sport enthusiasts seen infesting
Autrans and Méaudre during the summer, it is in fact the quiet season, relatively speaking, given that the
valley is a busy winter sports resort. There are numerous ski-slopes visible on the hills above Méaudre and
Autrans and the large empty carparks and numerous fondue restaurants attest to the large numbers of
people that visit in the winter months. Further south the Vercors is said to be less touristy and a bit more
cheaper, but to the holidaying caver Autrans-Méaudre and its restaurants and souvenir shops are quite
welcome.

Transport, travel and accommodation
Travel:

All of us flew into and out of Lyon Saint-Exupéry Airport, leaving a relatively short car drive of 1h40mins to
Méaudre. We hired two rental cars, which gave us good flexibility with regards to transport. Éabha and Rich
booked their flights several months ahead of the trip, and two-stage trips via Paris CDG on the way out, and
Amsterdam Schipol on the way back were worked out cheapest. Petie Shane and Adam flew direct Dublin to
Lyon, which became a bit cheaper closer to the date. Petie also tacked on city visits to Lyon and Geneva to
the beginning and end of the Vercors bit, involving much hauling of gear on French public transport.
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Other transport options are:

- Drive from Ireland: Very expensive, especially the ferry portion of the journey.
- Fly to Geneva and drive: Flights were more expensive this way when we looked at them, there’s also an
extra hour of driving involved. But it could work out better in some cases.
- Public transport: It would be possible to travel from the Lyon airport to Méaudre by public transport
if necessary using: an express tram from the airport to Lyon Part Dieu Station - then regional train to
Grenoble - and then local bus to travel from Grenoble train station up onto the massif. This way of travel
would really only be of use to a lone wolf caver arriving in France without any other means of getting up
the mountain, but it could be done.

Most of us had over 20kg of checked-in luggage - it’s advisable to book at least 25kg of check-in luggage.
On top of this we all had about 10kg of cabin baggage. Note that lithium ion batteries, such as in modern
daylight-maker lights are not allowed in the hold, and must be carried in cabin baggage. Butane camping
gas cyclinders are not allowed on planes at all and must be purchased abroad. We gave away our unused
cylinders to some French cavers before departing.

Language:

The language most commonly encountered in France is French. Outside the main population centres use
of English is very hit and miss - it necessary to have at least some French to get a table at restaurants,
deal with campsite bookings etc. With Shanes twenty-year-old-half-forgotten-but-still-fairly-usable LeavingCert French, Petie’s very-limited-self-taught-but-perfectly-accented French, and Rich’s best-of-the-bunch
Yorkshire-French creole, we got by.

Accommodation:

We stayed at Camping Le Buissonnets - a large serviced campsite in Méaudre. We camped on a pleasant
spot under a tree close to the entrance. There are also mini-bungalows/chalets available for hire, which
would have been more comfortable for cooking etc, but are quite expensive. There are a number of other
campsites about the area in Méaudre and Autrans, but the advantage of Le Buissonnets was that it was
the base camp for the entire Berger meet, and the place was full of fellow cavers attempting Berger trips.
It was therefore very useful to be able to pop down to the HQ tent and check the latest state of play
regarding the weather etc.

Above: Camping Le Buissonnets. (PB)
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Food and water underground
Water

Earlier trip reports stress the importance of adequate hydration, with the 2006 report suggesting that
3 litres was only enough to get you to the bottom and that puritabs, boiling, or a water pump would be
required to provide further drinking water. The report also suggested drinking large amounts of water prior
to entering the cave to hyperhydrate and thus delay dehydration. We tried this to some extent, but forcing
ourselves to drink water made us feel a bit sick.
On the deep trip we each carried in 3l of water. We stashed another 1.5l bottle of water at the foot of
Garby’s for dehydrated cavers to use on the way out. Another extra 1.5l bottle was left at Camp 1. We
carried puritabs to purify any water that we refilled from the stream.
Surprisingly, we drank less than a litre on the way to the bottom, and didn’t finish off the remaining two
litres on the way back up. The water left at Camp 1 and Garby’s was not required and was simply poured
onto the floor to save weight. We were probably a bit dehydrated on exiting the cave, but this was no big
deal.

Food

We carried a selection of breakfast bars, a pre-filled baguette, some instant noodles, and bags of dried fruit
and nuts. Petie took a bunch of energy gels which were very useful on the exit for keeping him pepped up.
We brought gas stoves and pans into the cave on both trips. At Camp 1 on the first trip we all sat about
and heated up some noodles and tea, which went down well. On the bottoming trip we carried the same
gear but didn’t use it - we were soaked and stopping for longer than a few minutes would have left us cold
and shivering.

Equipment
We got offered much advice before heading out, including ‘PVC suits are a must’, ‘you must do loads of
training’, ‘the cave is incredibly cold’, ‘bring in loads of water’, ‘bring a balaclava - you will use it!’, and
‘wear good insoles in your wellies’. We also read of conditions such as ‘Berger Hands’ (hand-rot due to
prolonged exposure to water and apparently a fungus that lives in the cave), and ‘Berger Stomach’ (upset
stomach due to contaminated water). In the end much of this advice proved to be somewhat alarmist
and unnecessary. All the continental cavers use cordura oversuits without any issues, extreme fitness is
useful but not essential, the cave is not dramatically colder that those in Ireland, large quantities of water
is perhaps overkill, none of us needed to wear a balaclava, and no-one felt the need for insoles. ‘Berger
Hands’ is not worth worrying about, and to avoid an upset stomach use the usual precautions against water
contamination that you would in an Irish cave.
The 2006 expedition report provided a list of gear that ensured each caver was self-sufficient in terms
of caving and camping requirements, with everyone carrying their own stove, pans etc. This we felt was
over the top, but may have been justified on that trip given that many of the cavers were relatively
inexperienced. We opted for a lightweight approach to gear in the cave - and in the end we carried far more
equipment than we used - our stoves were not touched on the deep trip, as were extra thermals. It would
be possible to do an ultra-leightweight bottoming trip with just a good bit of food and 2.5l of water.
Naturally the equipment used comes down to your experience and how you plan to move through the cave.
We moved very fast in small groups through the cave, with no break longer than 3 - 4 minutes on our deep
trip - this meant that we stayed warm throughout. A larger group would move slower, with people bunched
up on the climbs - cavers would get cold in this situation. A slower caver with less stamina might wish to
stop frequently, or camp overnight, and extra equipment would be required for this. The equipment you
bring into the cave depends on how conservative you are as a caver. If you wish to plan against unforseens
and bring in extra safety equipment, then do so.
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We caved with the minimum of safety gear - bivvi bags, first aid kits, pulley-jammer, extra cord. On each of
our trips we caved knowing that rising water levels were highly unlikely to cut off our exit, and as a result
could cave without risking being trapped in the cave. Camping extends the amount of time in the cave, and
consequently the length of time since the last weather forecast. Inclement weather can then sneak in and
make the cave impassable, and equipment selection should be factored this in.
To re-iterate, no list of equipment should be considered definitive, and equipment should be planned in
consideration with your aims and abilities as a caver.

Clothes
Balaclava

Oversuit

Furry Suit

An ‘essential’ in the 2006 gear list, I carried one to the bottom and back out
again without touching it. It depends on how fast or slow you are caving,
whether you are stopping or not.
Despite assurances before we headed out that ‘PVC suits are a must’, our
cordura suits were more than adequate, and are universally used by the
continental cavers.

Wet Socks
Gloves
Boots

Kneepads

Thermal Top
Buff

Wellies did fine, though some continental cavers used hiking boots, or
canyoning boots.
Not essential, but useful at pitch heads and in the meanders.

Some of us opted to cave just in our undersuits, without extra thermals. It
depends from person to person though.
Great for keeping the head warm and keeping long hair out of the way.

Camping
We didn’t camp but if we did you’d need something like the list below. There’s no definitive list of gear
for camping - people’s comfort levels will vary.
Thermals
Socks
Or: A spair undersuit
Gloves

Balaclava

Gilet/down jacket
Sandals

Sleeping bag
Bivvi Bag

Thermarest/roll-mat
Inflatable pillow
Camp light
Ear-plugs

2x thermal leggings, 2x thermal tops, good socks. Optional extras would be
a gilet, cagoule, stuffable puffa jacket etc.
One good warm pair, plus a second pair to wear as a sacrificial layer while
walking about.
The all-in one campsite thermals package.
Optional
Optional
Optional

Slip-on sandals are useful for walking about camp in
Small 2-3 season sleeping bag should suffice.

Gives a bit of extra warmth and protects your sleeping bag.
Put the thermarest inside the bivvi bag to protect it.
Optional

Can just be your back-up light.

Other cavers could be moving through camp at all hours - the path runs
straight through it.
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Lights
Main Light
Back-up Lights

A high-powered Scurion or Rude Nora is useful for seeing the passage in all
it’s finery, but it’s possible to do the cave on a Pixa or Duo.
Have at least one, such as a Pixa or Zebralight. A mini-flashlight on a string
around your neck with your whistle and knife is useful.

SRT
SRT Kit

The usual gear plus:

Gear loops

Really useful (but not essential) for keeping gear and cowstails out of the
way between pitches. One on each side.

Pulley-jammer (MicroTraxion)

Foot-jammer
Spanner

Extral length of dynamic
cord

A Micro-Traxion was brought on the understanding that pulleys were useful
for the sloping tyroleans, however they would just bunch up on the frayed
rope. Certain pulley-jammers can be used as back-up ascenders.

Highly recommended. Improves climbing efficencly dramatically and aids
changing over at rebelays and other manouvres.
For tightening bolts along the way.

I carried in about 2m of 5mm cord to use in case of emergencies such as
replacing damaged cows-tails or donkey’s dicks.

General

Printed and Laminated
Survey
Knife and Whistle

On cord around neck.

Puritabs

We carried enough water from the surface and didn’t need to use puritabs see the section on water.

Watch

Plastic Bags and baby
wipes
Survival Bag
Duct Tape

Food Kit

Camping stove
Pot

Spoon
Cup

Food
On-the-go food

To be blunt, you must carry your shit out of the cave.
Have one each, or bring a Kisu if you can.

Useful for certain running repairs, and as part of first aid kit

Compact pocket-rocket type stove ideal, fueled by small cannisters of
butane. One per two people enough.
Folding MSR camping pots were used underground
Or spork.

Noodles, soup, tinned food etc. - whatever works and is small and heats up
quickly.
Breakfast bars, energy gels, trail mix etc.

Bags
Daren Drum

Optional. Useful if you have a lot of small fragile bits

Drybags

For thermals and other water-sensitive kit.

Tacklesack

A 20-25l tacklebag with donkey’s dick will do.
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Fitness and training
Some advice from past visitors seemed to suggest that intense, dedicated training was required to visit
the Berger. In reality the trips are quite not so severe. Shane Diffily joined the trip quite late and did little
specific fitness training, but found the trip to Salle des Treize to be quite manageable.
Richie did plenty of cycling in the run-up to the trip, while Petie cycled from Athlone to Dublin, and also did
a 6-hour hike in the Galtees to build up fitness. In general, training that builds up stamina, such as hiking
or long cycles is to be preferred. None of us did any significant rope-climbing in the run-up to the trip,
which might have been useful. A training trip to Noon’s to run up and down the ropes several times didn’t
materialise, but in the end we managed fine without it.
In mid-July Petie, Shane and Adam did a 30-hour camping trip to Shannon Cave, which Shane actually
thought to be a tougher trip than to Salle des Treize in the Berger. The knowledge that you can get
through a long slow slog of a trip without succumbing to exhaustion is a considerable reassurance before
going deep in the Berger.
Another thing to consider is SRT skills. All of us quite competent at SRT, with Rich, Éabha and Adam having
significant experience of vertical caving from the Picos. Petie and Shane had less experience of SRT but
managed fine. The higher parts of the cave, including the entrance series were all extremely well rigged,
and it was relatively easy to descend and climb. In the lower parts of the cave the rigging was much more
challenging and includes extensive and exposed traverse lines, and several sloping tyroleans - difficult
on the return. Anyone inexperienced would do well to refresh themselves on SRT techniques, including
practicing efficient changeovers at rebelays. Practicing self-rescue techniques would also be advised. We
carried a pulley-jammer for this purpose, but we wouldn’t really have known how to use it in a rescue
situation.

Petie in the abandoned
road tunnel at La Mortier.
Passed on the way up
to la Moliere, it has been
abandoned since 1991,
when a landslide buried the
road on the far side. About
650m long, it’s worth a
look. (AP)
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Weather and trip planning
Rainfall and Weather

Despite its position in the south of France, like much of the Alps, the Vercors massif is prone to heavy
rainfall. This is due to the effect of mountains driving warm moist air to higher altitudes as the clouds pass
overhead, causing the moist air to condense and fall as rain. Grenoble is in fact a rainier city than Dublin
when measured by annual precipitation. (avg. 980mm vs 760mm), and this includes a considerable rain
shadow effect which makes Grenoble much drier than the Vercors to the west. Annual precipitation in the
Vercors can exceed 2000mm or higher, making it comparable to mountainous areas in Kerry or Connemara.
Pay close attention to the weather forecast before attempting a trip.
The Berger responds very quickly to rain - there is little reservoir effect in the land as the topsoil is very
thin, and much of the plateau is bare limestone pavement. There are no stream sinks for The Berger - the
rainwater soaks into the innumerable cracks in the limestone and gathers at lower levels. Luckily, should
you be trapped, there are many places to sit out high water, however these may not be very comfortable.
The main danger points are:
- Cairn Pitch, normally a bit drippy, can become very wet and unpleasant, but passable.
- Aldos, which can become impassable an hour or so after heavy rain
- Lac Cadoux - if you are passing this in dry weather, make sure you have some means to pass it should
it have filled on your return.
- The Canals become can become impassable after heavy rain and can even sump
- The Cascades are extremely dangerous while in spate. Cavers lives have been lost here.
- The pitches below the cascades are probably passable, but very wet and sporting.
- Hurricane Pitch is passable but dangerous after heavy rain.

Trip Planning

Our trip allowed for more or less the bare minimum of days to properly attempt the cave. Since none of us
knew the cave we did a preparatory hike and a warm-up trip to -500 before attempting a bottoming trip.
Our plan was:
Day one:
Day two:
Day three:
Day four:
Day five:
Day six:
Day seven:

Arrive and set up camp
Walk to cave, get to know the area
Descend cave to -500m.
Rest
Attempt bottoming trip
Exit cave, rest.
Go home

Having factored in rest days, this left us with very little leeway in terms of accommodating unforeseeable
such as bad weather or illness. Had heavy rainfall prevented a trip on day three, this would have thrown the
rest of days out of sync, perhaps forcing us to attempt trips on consecutive days, or to try and bottom the
cave in one go.
A longer trip would have left us with a greater range of days to attempt trips. As it was, we were quite
lucky with the weather. There was twelve straight hours of heavy rain on the day of our arrival and the
cave was impassable. On our rest day following the trip to -500m there was more heavy rain and the cave
was again largely impassable (one group journeyed to about -300 before returning). We were quite worried
that the rain was heavy enough to make the cave impassable beyond -640m, but Rémy adjudged that
13
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it was possible to bottom the cave, with the caveat that water levels would be very high. The cave was
indeed passable, though the high water meant getting a good soaking. A further day to let water levels fall
would have made a journey to the bottom much more comfortable, however we didn’t have the luxury of
sitting on the surface for the day to let the cave dry out. For anyone planning a trip in the future, having
two or three extra days to play with would be prudent should persistent rain wreak havoc with any caving
plans.

How to do the Berger

There are numerous ways to attempt a trip. Most people carry all their kit to the cave and kit up at the
entrance. Some cavers prefer to porter their caving gear to the cave the day before, so to arrive at the
entrance very fresh the following day. We did see some cavers walking to the cave in their caving gear,
but you are likely to get very hot and sweaty. Usefully, the organisers of the clean-up placed tents at the
entrance for cavers to stash their walk-in clothes and other gear.
Some prefer to get up very early and aim to be underground by 8 or 9 am. In classic Irish style we chose to
rise at a leisurely hour, enter the cave between 12 and 1pm and exit the cave late in the evening. A return
trip to Salle des Treize takes about nine hours for a group of four to five, assuming they keep moving at a
respectable pace and don’t have any long breaks.
For the deep trip we considered camping to be an unnecessary faff and opted to do a bounce trip. A
bounce trip to the bottom and back can be expected to take 20 hours, though very fast cavers who
(literally) know the ropes can do it in as little as 13 hours. Naturally twenty hours of continuous hard
caving is not for everyone, and some prefer to camp.
One option is to enter the cave in the morning, deposit camping gear at Camp 1, do the trip to the bottom,
and then camp at Camp 1. They then exit the cave the following day. Another sequence is to enter the
cave in the evening, reach Camp 1 before midnight, then camp. The following day the trip to the bottom is
done, and then exit the cave. Mark Wright, a Berger veteran, suggested camping two nights - a late evening
trip to Camp 1 to camp overnight, then a full day spent bottoming the cave, and then an overnight camp
before exiting.
Bottoming the Berger is actually not
a particularly difficult trip - certain
parts are quite strenuous but on the
whole, no part is so difficult to prevent
a moderately experienced caver from
bottoming the cave. At no point did we
feel that we were outside our comfort
zone. It is simply a very long slog of a
cave. A trip to -500m is quite doable in fact Shane Diffily though the trip to
the terminal sump in Shannon was much
harder.

A preciptation map of France. The Berger is the yellow dot.
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Cave description
Getting to the cave

The journey from Autrans/Méaudre to the entrance of the Berger takes over two hours. First drive out
from Autrans towards the (abandoned) Moliere Tunnel. The road doubles back down the valley just above
the tunnel, passing through a number of skiing pistes, and eventually reaches a junction at the Refuge des
Feneys. The main road continues as an alternative, much longer route, through the forest to the Col de
la Croix Perrin. This route is not worth the bother of using, but it’s worth knowing that it’s there. At the
junction turn uphill, and after a kilometer this road reaches the Moliere carpark. The carpark is situated at
the edge of a grassy plateau, and is well-frequented by hikers, mountaineers and cavers.
From the carpark walk north along the rutted track for about 800m to where a smaller path leads off to
the right. A pleasant walk through the forest ensues, passing grassy glades, fine conifers and stretches of
limestone pavement. After 1.5km a broad, shaded junction is met, turn to the left (downhill). After a few
hundred metres the path meets a bright, open glade. There is another descending path on the right. After
another 500m of forest track, a path is met on the left, marked by a series of limestone cairns heading off
over the pavement. Following the trail of cairns brings you along several hundred metres of track to the
cave entrance. The entrance hike usually takes 50 minutes or so.

The Cave

The classic trip to bottom the Berger can be divided into three rough sections:
1. The entrance series: A small, largely dry inlet passage featuring a series of 20-40m deep pitches
separated by narrow meaners, descending to -240m.
2. Grand Galerie - The Canals: A huge lofty passage with the stream disappearing and reappearing beneath
huge boulder piles. Incredibly well decorated in places and with a few short pitches bringing you to -640m.
3. The Canals - Sump 1: A sporting, active passage, with horizontal passages separated by big wet pitches.

Section 1.

The entrance series begins as a short drop from the entrance doline, and a short traverse reaches the top
of Ruiz, the first proper pitch. Until recently there was a wooden platform sitting above this pitch, installed
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in 1953 to haul out the injured Ruiz. This has now finally disintegrated. At the bottom of Ruiz (27m) come
the Holiday Slides, a series of short pitches, ending at Cairn Pitch, a 25m pitch landing in a pleasant gravelfloored chamber. It takes its name after the large cairn in the centre of the chamber built by Jo Berger in to
stay warm while waiting for his friends to climb the ladders. There are two ways on, with a pair of timbers
in an X-formation blocking the way on towards two further entrances to the cave. The way on to the cave
proper is down a narrow passage, The Meanders. These have a bit of a bad reputation but are relatively
easy and can be traversed along for about 80m. Traverse lines were present for us to clip onto, but aren’t
strictly necessary. The first (and worst) section ends at The Boudoir, a small chamber. From here an easy
walking section of meanders leads to the head of Garby’s, another fine pitch totalling 38m. At the bottom
of Garby’s another section of meanders is met, this one is easier and shorter than the first section.
The second meander series ends at the head of Gontards (30m), and below this another 25m of short
interlinked pitches drops down to the head of Aldo’s, a drippy 42m pitch which is the finest of the lot. In
wet weather Aldo’s quickly becomes active and can become impassable - take care here. Below Aldos a few
short drops down a meander passage quickly brings the caver to the Grand Gallery, popping up from a hole
under a boulder.

Section 2.

The Grand Gallery is an epic bit of passage - 20m wide, and tapering up to a height of 80m. Just past
Aldo’s the junction with Galerie Petzl - another huge passage - is met coming in from the left. The large
stream now flows between boulder piles and progress is made by scrambling up and over these. Some huge
formations are passed - a taste of things to come further down the passage. Beware the patches of white
eroded moonmilk in the floor - they are quite slippery.
Lac Cadoux is met about 400m beyond Aldo’s. This is a broad lake that fills the passage in high water
when water is impounded by a series of mud-banks. On our first trip this was dry and we walked past it
without noticing it at all. Two days later the lake had filled. The lake fills within a few hours and takes
about three days to disappear. In wet conditions it can be passed via a traverse line on the left (as you go
downstream). Depending on the height of the water this may mean getting a little wet.
Beyond the well-decorated Salle Bourgouin is met, leading to The Little General, a noisy 10m pitch. Two
further short pitches are passed beneath this, bringing the caver to the huge Grand Eboulis (or The Great
Rubble Heap, to us anglophones). This is a vast passage, the largest in the system, and is passed by
clambering over a long series of boulder piles. Descend along the right hand wall, following the well-worn
route marked with reflector strips, which climbs steeply down all the way to Camp 1.
Just around the corner from Camp 1 the famous Salle des Treize is met, with it’s vast gour pools and
collection of huge flat-topped stalagmites. Have a good gawp here. The water levels in the gour pools vary
considerably based on how wet it’s been in the previous days - from bone dry to brimming over.
The section between Salle des Treize and The Canals is perhaps the most enjoyable in the whole cave - a
quiet, easygoing section of passage through a long succession of incredibly well-decorated chambers,
wall-to-wall gour pools, stalagmite forests, pitches down 15m high flowstone cascades, the roof soaring
80m overhead in places. Incredible stuff. It also includes arguably the most pleasant pitch in the cave - Le
Balcon, with its dramatic view across into a huge high-level passage. Below the pitch of Le Vestiare the
cave narrows down and the Canals are met.

Section 3.

The character of the cave changes completely at The Canals. Above the canals the cave is broad and dry
and easygoing. Below the canals the cave is active and physically demanding, with wet and windy pitches
between sections of fast-flowing streamway. The canals themselves have a reputation as being the most
arduous part of the cave. In any other cave they would be a rather fun and sporting bit of passage, but at
-640m in the Berger they are a considerable annoyance which only serve to tire and frustrate and make
you unnecessarily wet.
The canals are passed by clipping onto a motley collection of traverse lines which require strenuous and
creative techniques to pass. We passed the canals in very wet conditions when a good moistening was
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impossible to avoid. Other groups have passed the canals when they are as much as 1.5m lower and can be
easily traversed over without getting wet, ore even waded. They are relatively short, about 80m, but seem
to go on for much longer.
Once past the canals a few short pitches and some wet streamway are passed before the cave narrows
dramatically to a 1.5m wide canyon at Réseau des Cascades. Here there is over 100m of traversing 2-3m
above the noisy stream which gradually drops away beneath. While we had heard much talk of how tough
the Canals were, there was surprisingly little mention of the Cascades, which we actually found to be more
taxing.
Towards the end the Cascades the traverses become more airy before descending to the head of Claudines
Cascade, a dramatic pitch dropping 17m into a broad pool of water. This pitch is accessed by means of a
steel bar installed by Ferdinand Petzl in 1954. One end is wedged into a crack in the stream bed, the other
(bouncy) end is lashed to a single bolt on the wall with a huge bundle of frayed tat. It’s interesting.
Below this more horizontal stream passage is followed down a series of short pitches, including
Topographers, to the head of the Grand Canyon, a huge and rather bleak breakdown chamber. This
descends very steeply towards its end, down a series of slippery mud slopes with tangles of static rope
to clip onto to offer some protection against a fall. Almost 100m is descended on these slopes. At the
bottom comes another series of loud, windy pitches in quick succession - Gache, Mat, Singe, and finally
Grand Cascade.
A further 150m down the passage the stream flows through a short sump, bypassed via a brief crawling
passage - La Bagnoire. Back in walking passage, the stream qickly drops down a series of impressive
cascades. Traversing on ropes above this leads to the Little Monkey, a pitch series which leads directly to
Hurricane Pitch the final 44m pitch. The rebelay half way down the pitch marks the point at which the caver
has descended 1000m the entrance pitch. At the bottom of Hurricane Pitch the large chamber/passage
of Camp des Étrangers. This descends down to a large inlet at Affluent -1000. A short distance beyond
this the passage narrows once more and becomes a set of deep canals, where most cavers turn back. This
canal can be swum or traversed over (risky) as far as the Pseudo Siphon, a 20m swim with the roof low
overhead. A final short section of meandering streamway leads to Sump 1, in effect the end of the cave.

Shane, Adam, and some of Éabha. (RC)
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The team descend. (SD)

Trip report 1 - Shane
Thursday 10th August

Petie Barry, Richard Cole, Shane Diffily, Éabha Lankford, Adam Prior.
Berger Cave is intimidating. Or at least its reputation is. In the weeks preceding the tripI had several
conversations with Irish cavers who had visited it on the 2006 expedition. Whilst they were all enthusiastic
about the large chambers and huge formations - they were also cautious about its challenges. Their basic
advice was about preparation. Don’t simply turn up and expect to complete a full trip into Berger. Training
would be essential, particularly endurance SRT (with lots of rebelays).
But they also had more salutary advice, of the “if there’s one thing to remember” type. In essence it was
don’t push it. Be alert, particularly when water is flowing. If a storm breaks while you are underground,
pitches can quickly become impassable and passages may flood. You could easily find yourself waiting
a long time for water to subside, perhaps separated from your group. So be self-sufficient. Have spare
clothes, extra food and other essentials. In short, be ready. I took it to heart. I think we all did.
Our first trip was planned for Thursday 10th August to descend to camp (-500m) and then come out
again. At Petie’s suggestion we walked the route to the cave the previous day (in nice sunshine), so at
least that would be familiar to us. That night, we double dosed on pasta, took a big breakfast the following
morning and hyper-hydrated (as per the 2006 expedition suggestion). I felt ready as we hit the road.
The cave entrance lies in a beautiful clearing on limestone pavement surrounded by trees. It really is a
gorgeous site. The cave is then approached by a short walk down a gully until you get to the first pitch, at
the bottom of which lies the entrance proper.
My memory of the descent is simply of dropping down, down, down with plenty of rebelays. Although
several of the initial pitches were double rigged with ropes (meaning 2 cavers could descend) my
recollection is that our team separated quite quickly. As we kept dropping, I soon lost track of where we
were but tried to keep in mind key advice, particularly about Puits Aldo and raging water. That said, I didn’t
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experience anything worse than a light shower. By the time we all got together again, we were about to
enter open cavern.
The scale of these chambers is truly impressive and definitely the largest cave I have ever been in. I
remember thinking how psyched the original explorers must have been when they finally arrived in such
spacious passage. It must have been an incredible discovery.
After Puits Aldo the next major landmark we were all expecting was Lake Cadoux – but it was nowhere to
be seen. We speculated that it could have been a flat mud bank we crossed but were unsure. Nevertheless,
we continued to move quite fast as we tramped over boulders, dropped some shorter pitches and traversed
various pools.
Our going felt good and none of us seemed particularly tired or cold. On the contrary, the pace was such
that I had to unzip both my oversuit and my furry for most of the trip. Indeed, as we approached camp I
was looking forward to a chance to cool down. At Camp 1, we dropped our bags and prepared to have a
meal before starting the return journey. But before doing so, we continued a little further into the (rightly
famous) in Salle des Treize.
For me it was the highlight of the trip. I read somewhere that that the massive white stalagmites there
look like a cluster of missiles prepared for launch. Their immensity and number is pretty astonishing.
After wandering open-mouthed for a while, we returned to camp and cooked up an inventive mix of curry,
noodles and soup (which was actually pretty good) washed down with water and some tea. We didn’t stay
very long, though we did take time to collect some of the trash that the Berger organising committee
wanted removed from the cave.
Before entering the cave my biggest worry had been that I would struggle with SRT on the return trip. With
so many deep pitches in a row, I thought that I really would find it tough. As it turned out, I made quite
smooth progress using just a regular SRT setup with footloop. The many rebelays helped a lot by taking
much of the elasticity and bounce out of the rope.
With that in mind, I was somewhat surprised then at how tortured my progress was through the horizontal
meanders. Though that section had seemed very manageable on the way in, on the return leg I wrested
constantly with my bag - switching it from my back to hand strap to donkey’s dick and back again.
The result was that I fell a good distance behind the rest of the team. By the time I got to the bottom of
Cairn pitch, they had already stormed ahead and overtaken another group on their way out. I waited at the
bottom of Cairn for about 20 minutes for this second ground to climb, though once they were at the top,
the last few pitches passed quite quickly.
Darkness had long descended by the time I arrived in the open, where Petie, Rich, Éabha and Adam were
snacking on what remained of our food. Then it was simply a matter of changing in the warm mountain air
and hiking for the hour under the moonlight back to the car park. Overall, we were underground from 1pm
to about 11pm.
Although we were certainly tired, I don’t think any of us felt we had had the ‘real’ Berger experience. The
intimidating cave we had heard so much about had not really turned up. That would have to wait for the
second trip (on Saturday) when Petie, Éabha, Rich and Adam would descend again, past camp and attempt
to hit the bottom most point at -1100m.
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Petie, Rich, Éabha and Adam setting off on the second trip. (PB)

Trip report 2 - Petie
Saturday - Sunday 12-13th August

Petie Barry, Richard Cole, Éabha Lankford, Adam Prior.
After it had rained all day Friday, it seemed a bit tragic that we were heading underground just as the good
weather had returned. Frankly it was surprising that we were attempting a bottoming trip at all given the
amount of rain we’d had the previous day, but Rémy reckoned it was fine. So off we went. Since he had a
flight to catch the morning we were due out of the cave, Shane decided to pass on the deep trip in favour
of a day of hiking about the limestone ridges further down the massif. I kinda envied him.
Shane kindly accompanied us to the cave entrance, and portered about 12 litres of water in his rucksack.
It was much quieter at the cave entrance today than on Thursday, with no crowds of elderly French
randonneurs to see us into the cave. We moved rapidly down through the cave, barely stopping at all.
After Thursday’s non-appearance, Lac Cadoux had returned to fill the passage. We were forced to use the
traverse line along the walls, and getting a wetting in the process. It was a taste of what was to come.
At Camp 1 we met a solitary Belgian caver coming up the passage, the rest of his group having gone on
deeper into the cave. We left him as he settled into one of the tents to wait for his friends.
The section beyond Salle des Treize was a delight, a calcite highway, with each section determined to
out-do the preceding passage. Some easy pitches and climbs down huge flowstone cascades brought us
to The Canals, where the cave got interesting. The Canals started off innocuous enough, but gradually got
quite challenging and a lot of upper body strength was expended in keeping above the water. We finally got
off the traverse lines and approached Abelle’s Cascade, a 5m pitch, and met three cavers at the bottom Polish and Belgian - and had a brief chat. 100m further down the passage we met the rest of this particular
gang, one Belgian and one Polish. Micka, the Pole, was basically a younger version of Michal Spiegal and
was carrying 12kg of old batteries, the madman. They’d been to -800m and reckoned a bottoming was
possible.
We carried on to The Cascades. These were actually tougher than the canals - over 100m traversing above
the fast-moving stream in a narrow canyon. Half way along I slipped and fell onto the traverse line, which
held. I pulled myself up and kept going to the top of Claudines, a big wet pitch with a bouncy steel bar for a
foothold. The bottom was a broad pool of knee-deep water.
Beyond Claudine’s lay more roaring streamway. The battle in this part of the cave was as much mental as
physical. The constant noise of the water was intimidating, and meant that it was difficult to communicate
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with the rest of the group beyond shouted commands. At the bottom of Topographers it was finally
possible to regroup and have a chat. The going was fairly miserable - the passage loud, noisy, and windy.
Adam and Éabha were happy with their lot and decided to turn here, at -750m. Rich and I were determined
to soldier on, and try to make it to the bottom. Rich and Éabha shared a parting kiss, which seemed quite
ominous at the time, and we were off. Rich and I scrambled off into the Grand Canyon, a huge breakdown
chamber, similar to the Great Rubble Heap, but much bleaker. The chamber went down a series of four or
five steep mud slides, each bringing us down 15 or 20m at a time. At the bottom we found the miserablelooking Camp 2, and another rubbish depot. We looked at a survey and the list of remaining pitches. ‘Looks
doable’ I said.
Just below the chamber came another series of intimidating spray-lashed pitches which would bring us
down another 70m or so. First Puits Gaché, then Puits Mat, Puits Singe, and finally Grand Cascade, with
the traverse to the pitch hanging off the underside of a huge overhang. The bottom of Grand Cascade was
similar to Claudines, a broad knee-deep choppy pool of water with a billowing wind coming from above. I
waited up for Richie a bit further down the passage. ‘I can see why they called it Hurricane Pitch’, he said as
he reached me. ‘That wasn’t Hurricane Pitch’ I replied. I wondered what Hurricane Pitch was actually going
to be like.
Another section of horizontal passage lead to La Bagniore, the dryish crawing bypass to a short sump. Past
this 50m of passage and the stream dropped away again. I started traversing out along the rope to the
head of the Little Monkey, the penultimate pitch. 10m below me the stream was a boiling cauldron of water
crashing off the walls and bouncing around the corner out of sight. Above me another strenous looking
traverse climbed up towards the pitch head. Presumably the pitch got it’s English name because you’d need
to be a little monkey to get up the traverse. The French name, Vire tu Oses (Daring Traverse) is a bit more
to the point.
Here I stopped. After 7 straight hours of fairly involved caving I could feel fatigue starting to set into my
arms. It would have been quite easy to continue and only another 30 mins of caving would have brought us
to the effective end of the cave. But despite being only having another 70m of pitches left I felt that this
would have brought me over my physical limit and the exit would be very unpleasant. Seeing me hemming
and hawing on the traverse Richie shouted at me to see if I was OK. I beckoned him down to the ledge and
we had a roared conversation. Richie said he felt OK to go on but he was also quite happy to turn about.
We turned at -950m.
There was an daunting amount of caving ahead of us yet. I slurped up an energy gel, my first food since
the entrance, and immediately began to feel better. One by one we began chalking off the pitches and
traverses. Some of these were torturous on the way back up, especially the sloping tyroleans. Eventually
we reached the Canals, where for the first time in six hours it was possible to hold a conversation without
shouting. The water level had fallen by about 20-30cm since we’d passed through, and already being wet,
we expended less effort in trying to stay dry. Once we were past the canals, we were over the worst of it,
with only a long slog back to the surface.
At Camp 1 we stopped for a moment and decided against heating up any food or drink. We would have
been frozen by the time anything would have been ready. Instead we kept going, and tramped on towards
the entrance series. The exit pitches and meanders weren’t as bad as I expected, just a long slow grind to
get to the surface.
I exited the cave a few minutes ahead of Richie, just as Éabha and Adam were emerging from the surface
tent following a cold nap. It was 5am, we’d been caving flat-out for 16 hours. Despite the long trip I was
strangely energetic and felt like I could have kept caving indefinitely. I restlessly paced in circles around the
lapiaz while waiting for Richie to de-kit. Éabha and Adam warmed some food as the sun rose and eventually
we set off for the cars.
While we got very close to the magical 1km mark, it was the right decision to turn back where we did. This
trip brought me over 800m deeper than I’d been before, so I can’t be too disappointed. In future I would
eat more while descending the cave, since part of the reason I didn’t feel like going on was a feeling of
exhaustion, which dissipated once I started eating again. It would also be useful to descend the latter half
of the cave in drier conditions, but that was out of our control.
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Adam at the genuinely
breathtaking Gorges de la Bourne.
The road through the canyon
sections is something else. (PB)

Monging out at the campsite
after the deep trip. (PB)

Taking a break from our
adrenaline-filled adventure
holiday, we took in the view from
La Bastille above Grenoble. (PB)
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Taking in the view across Grenoble
to the Alps proper. (SD)

Via ferratta in Grenoble city centre. (RC)

Thanks
Great credit must be given to Rémy Limagne and his team, who organised the entire event. Their clean-up
efforts must be heartily applauded - having seen some of the old photos of the rubbish tips in the cave the
place must have been in quite a state until relatively recently. We wish continued success to the Berger
clean-up project. Thanks also go to the SUI Expedition Committee, who provided funding for the expedition,
despite its tenous claim to being an expedition.
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